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BACKGROUND 

 
Attracting investment in Iraq has been set as a priority in order to diversify the economy and allow for 
economic growth. Iraq is a very attractive investment destination, with a strong and booming 
consumer market, access to raw materials and labour, a strategic location, and potential first-mover 
advantages in a range of sectors, but a range of administrative, institutional, and 
regulatory challenges hinders their development. The Government of Iraq (GoI) decided to establish 
investment zones to help overcome these barriers and channel new sources of investment into high-
potential sectors that may not develop without active government support. Investment Law 13 of 2006 
constitutes the legal framework for the establishment of investment zones in Iraq and provides for the 
creation of the National Investment Commission (NIC) responsible for the formulation and 
implementation of the strategy for investment zones through a specialised department, the 
Department of Investment Zones (DIZ). 

In response, the MENA-OECD Investment Programme and its Iraqi government counterpart, the NIC, 
established the Working Group on Investment Zones in Iraq. Over the course of the Working Group’s 
four meetings since March 2011, international and OECD experts and their Iraqi government 
counterparts have presented and discussed investment zone development and administrative 
strategies and their applicability to Iraq. Meeting participants identified a number of vertical and 
horizontal industrial actions and policies needed to ensure the success of Iraq’s proposed investment 
zones, including: developing institutional capacities and proper administrative policies; stimulating 
government support for investment in targeted sectors; developing linkages between stakeholders; 
targeting specific sectors; and attracting anchor investors.  

The next step is to examine the concrete ways that the NIC and specifically the DIZ can address 
these issues and to drive the development of Iraq’s investment zones forward. Developing, 
administering and managing investment zones require a multiple set of skills and expertise in the field 
of promotion and marketing, business development, procurement, project management and project 
monitoring. The DIZ will for instance draft feasibility studies, communicate and negotiate with potential 
investors, establish public-private partnerships, manage and monitor the performance of future 
investment zones. 

Consequently, the MENA-OECD Investment Programme designed the “Special Training Session on 
the NIC Department of Investment Zones (DIZ) for Government of Iraq Officials” to provide 
participants with the practical tools needed to develop and management investment zones. The 
material will be based on best-practice Investment Zone development and management strategies 
and from the concerns raised at the four Working Group meetings, and the topics covered will include: 
strategic planning models; criteria to choose an appropriate location; evaluating the economic impact 
and the legal aspects of the programme; organisational design, and planning, executing and 
overseeing the investment zone development programme.  
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Training session participants 
 

Government	  of	  Iraq	  representatives	  

Mr.	  Abdullah	  BANDAR/	  Advisor/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Mr.	  Emad	  Muhseen	  SAOUD/	  Director	  General,	  Legal	  Department	  /	  Ministry	  of	  Communication	  	  

Mr.	  Allaa	  Haseeb	  HAMDAN/	  Internet	  Company	  

Mr.	  Najah	  Aissa	  HASSEN/	  Communication	  Company	  

Mr.	  Abdelkazim	  Aziz	  HUSSEIN	  /	  Communication	  Company	  

Mr.	  Nazar	  NASSER/	  Legal	  Advisor/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Mr.	  Rashad	  KHALEF/	  Senior	  Legal	  Consultant/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Mr.	  Farat	  HAMUD/	  Senior	  Legal	  Consultant/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Mrs.	  Basma	  Amer	  Omar	  NAZMI/	  Legal	  Consultant/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Mr.	  Abeljabar	  Mahmud	  Ahmed/	  Legal	  Consultant/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Mr.	  Naser	  Attiya	  KAZIM/	  Legal	  Consultant/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Miss.	  	  Sahar	  Wadjaan	  AJEEL/	  Legal	  Assistant	  Consultant/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Mr.	  Saad	  Jameel	  HOUAYDI/Legal	  Expert/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Mrs.	  Jumana	  Ghazi	  ALI/	  Assistant	  Programmer/	  National	  Investment	  Committee	  

Mr.	  Haytham	  ABDHAMMUD/	  Senior	  Legal	  Consultant/	  Babylon	  Investment	  Commission	  

Mr.	  Ibrahim	  Alouan	  SALAH/	  Iraq’s	  General	  Authority	  for	  Free	  Zones	  

Mr.	  Abdullah	  Mustapha	  KANBAR/Legal	  Expert/	  Nineveh	  Investment	  Commission	  

Mr.	  Katb	  Nuri	  SAKR/Legal	  Expert/	  Al-‐Anbar	  Investment	  Commission	  

Mr.	  Kareem	  Matar	  JASSIM/Legal	  Assistant/	  Diyala	  Investment	  Commission	  

Mr.	  Sareem	  Sadeek	  AZIZ/	  Ministry	  of	  Industry	  and	  Minerals	  

Trainer	  

Jean-‐Paul	  Gauthier,	  Managing	  Director,	  Locus	  Economica;	  Deputy	  Secretary	  General	  of	  WEPZA	  (World	  Economic	  Processing	  Zones	  
Association)	  

OECD	  Representatives	  

Anders	  Jönsson,	  Iraq	  Project	  Co-‐ordinator,	  MENA-‐OECD	  Investment	  Programme	  

Maha	  El-‐Masri,	  Policy	  Analyst,	  MENA-‐OECD	  Investment	  Programme	  
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Tuesday 15 January 2013 
 

9:30-10:00  Opening Remarks  

Room:  Dr. Sami Al-Araji, Chairman, National Investment Commission 

Anders Jönsson, Iraq Project Coordinator, MENA-OECD Investment Programme 

10:00-12:30 Session 1 –  Key Investment Zone Concepts and the Strategic Planning of an 
Investment Zone Programme 

10:00-11:00 

 

Introduction and Key Investment Zone Concepts 

Prior to planning an investment zone programme, it is important to understand what these 
zones, as economic policy instruments, can deliver. This session will review their 
taxonomy, structural and economic attributes, historical evolution, public vs. private 
operation, global footprint and impact, performance, and criteria for success. 

Overview of Strategic Planning 

Most investment zone development programmes do not reach their objectives. In fact, 
many of them fail completely. The reasons are often unclear objectives and lack of 
planning. Good strategic planning involves an understanding of why and when investment 
zones can serve the country’s interests, an ability to distinguish the SEZ programme as a 
whole from individual projects and sequence actions accordingly, and knowing which 
strategic questions to ask to select and design the right zone programme and projects for 
the host country. 

11:00-11:30 Coffee Break 

11:30-12:30 

 

 

Assessing Demand for an Investment Zone Programme 

If there is no demand for an investment zone in the investment marketplace, then the zone 
will fail to deliver any economic or political results. Similarly, if demand is overestimated or 
underestimated, dimensioning and resource expenditures for the zone will be 
inappropriate, with attendant political implications. Assessing investment demand is thus 
critical. This session will thus review: benchmarking the zone programme to define its 
proper value proposition in the investment marketplace; identifying target industries, 
sectors and markets for investment; and conducting industry assessments and demand 
forecasts. 

Choosing the Right Location and Sites 

International experience with investment zones is clear on the fact that, unless located in a 
location with the right market, economic, logistics, and physical infrastructure attributes to 
attract investors then the result will be project failure. Social and environmental impact, as 
well as Capital Expenditure, assessments are also required in order to ensure that its costs 
do not outweigh the project’s benefits. They are also an indispensable perquisite for 
physical Master-planning, engineering and architectural work. 

Group Exercise: Investment Zone Site Master-planning and Zoning 
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Discussion 

12:30-14:00 Lunch 
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14:00-17:30 Session 2 –  Strategic Planning of an Investment Zone Programme: Impact 
evaluation and organisational design 

14:00-15:30  

 
 Room: 

 

Evaluating the Economic Impact of the Programme 

An investment zone programme will not be worth undertaking if it is extremely costly and 
offers no impacts in terms of jobs, sales or tax revenues. Setting Objectives is key. Project 
Cost-Benefit Analysis and the calculation of Rate of Return can then yield important 
information regarding project value and phasing. An overview of the key concepts, 
elements, variables, and implications of these calculations is thus provided in this session. 

Designing the Legal Aspects of the Programme 

With administrative arrangements, but no legal changes change key impediments making 
the investment environment unattractive, there is little which can be truly “special” about 
any economic zone. This session will cover what a good legal framework can and cannot 
do to enhance the zone’s value proposition, the legal instrumentation typically involved, 
legislative options to providing the required legal framework, and the elements of an 
effective SEZ law and transactional framework.  

Group Exercise: Setting Investment Zone Programme Economic Objectives 

Discussion 

15:30-16:00 Coffee Break 

16:00-17:30 

 

Organisational Design Options 

It takes many different stakeholders to develop and run an SEZ programme, and make it a 
success; Experience shows that no one agency can do it on its own. Success involves: 
distinct public and private sector roles; specialized Regulators, Developers and Operators; 
and properly leveraging the contributions of the international community and investors. It 
also involves organizing and establishing an effective SEZ Regulator within Government. 

Group Exercise: Distributing Roles amongst Stakeholders 
Discussion 
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Wednesday 16 January 2013 
 

 

9:00-12:30 Session 3 –  Oversight of Investment Zone Development and Operation 

9:00-10:30  

 
 Room:  

Planning and Executing Investment Zone Development 

Once the roles of each stakeholder in an investment zone programme have been 
understood in theory, and legally agreed or assigned, the time has come for the shift from 
strategic programme development to project-specific development and operation, in the 
context of one or more real zones. Indeed, from a project management perspective, each 
phase of the design, development, launch and operation of the zone must be properly 
planned for and executed. 

Group Exercise: Making an Investment Zone Project Gantt-Chart 

Discussion 

10:30-11:00 Coffee Break  

11:00-12:30 Anchor Tenants 

Anchor tenants influence on SEZ design and economic analysis, and can help to re-
stabilize the broader economy after a conflict. Their investment must be enabled through 
specific Regulator and Developer Anchor Tenant attraction strategies. At the same time, 
their selection must be approached with great care. This session will explore these issues. 

Discussion 

12:30-14:00 Lunch 

14:00-15:30  Session 4  –  The Need for Business Process Reforms in Investment Zones 

Room:  The Need for Business Process Reforms in the Investment Zone Programme 

SEZs are, as a policy instrument, more about their policy “software” than about their 
infrastructure “hardware.” The stakes of getting the SEZ policy right, and of providing a 
strong SEZ value proposition in this regard, are high. Business regulation and process 
reforms are a sine-qua-non for SEZs to successfully deliver investment. At the same time, 
the “perverse incentives” for half-hearted, politically expedient SEZ programme solutions 
are also high. This session will review these questions 

Discussion 

15:30-16:00 Coffee Break  

16:00-17:30 The Need for Business Process Reforms in the Investment Zone Programme 

 (continued) 

Only robust policy and regime design inquiry processes will produce the sort of Investment 
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Zone programme that a country truly requires. There are no easy “off-the-shelf” or “one-
size-fits-all” solutions in this regard. An understanding of what exactly a One-Stop-Shop, a 
new SEZ Law or new SEZ institutions can do is essential to designing the right solution to 
the investment problems actually being faced in the country. Only with such knowledge can 
the right conditions for legal, institutional and legislative success be achieved. 

Discussion 

Recap session 

Evaluation forms 

	  


